1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Italy joined the list of SARS-CoV-2[1](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"} -affected countries on 31 January when two people tested positive for coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). A cluster of cases was later detected, starting with 16 confirmed cases in Lombardy on 21 February 2020. As of March 12th, the spread of the coronavirus is mainly concentrated in the North of Italy and more precisely in the regions of Lombardy, Veneto, Emilia Romagna and Piedmont. The largest number of infections is recorded in the cities of Bergamo, Lodi, Cremona, Brescia, Milan and Pavia, while Piacenza and Parma are the most affected cities of Emilia Romagna. The other cities affected by the contagion were found in the Veneto region in the city of Padua mostly. On March 9th nationwide lockdown came into force to prevent SARS-CoV-2 spreading further.

The basic reproduction number, *R* ~0~, is the number of secondary infections resulting from a single primary infection into an otherwise susceptible population. It is used to measure the transmission potential of a disease and is the most widely used estimator of how severe an epidemic outbreak can be. If *R* ~0~ \< 1, on average an infectious individual infects less than one person and the contagion is expected to stop spreading. In the present study the *R* ~0~ value for SARS-CoV-2 was assessed analyzing data derived from the early phase of the outbreak in Italy. In particular, the spread of SARS-CoV-2 was analyzed in 9 cities (those with the largest number of infections) fitting the well-established SIR-model to available data.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

A well-known mathematical description of the spread of a disease in a population is the SIR model, which divides the population of *N* individuals into three compartments (varying as a function of time, *t*): *S*(*t*) are those susceptible but not yet infected with the disease, *I*(*t*) is the number of infectious individuals and *R*(*t*) are those individuals who have recovered from the disease and now have immunity to it. The SIR model describes the change in the population of each compartment in terms of two parameters, *β* and *γ*, with *β* describing the effective transmission rate of the disease and *γ* is the mean recovery rate. According to the SIR model, new infections occur as a result of contact between infectives and susceptibles. The rate at which new infections occur is *β*·*S*·*I*. When a new infection occurs, the individual infected moves from the susceptible compartment to the infective compartment. The other process that can occur is that infective individuals can enter the removed class at a rate *γ*·*I*. Assuming that at the outset of an epidemic nearly everyone is susceptible, the basic reproduction number is given by *R* ~0~ = *β* / *γ*.

The SIR model can be expressed by the following set of ordinary differential equations:$$\frac{\mathit{dS}}{\mathit{dt}} = - \mathit{\beta IS}$$ $$\frac{\mathit{dI}}{\mathit{dt}} = \mathit{\beta IS} - \mathit{\gamma I}$$ $$\frac{\mathit{dR}}{\mathit{dt}} = \mathit{\gamma I}$$where the disease transmission rate β \> 0 and the recovery rate *γ* \> 0 (and with 1/*γ* representing the duration of the infection). A detailed description of the model is provided elsewhere \[[@bb0005],[@bb0010]\].

In this paper the spread of SARS-CoV-2 was analyzed in the cities of Bergamo, Lodi, Cremona, Brescia, Milan, Pavia, Piacenza and Parma fitting the SIR-model to SARS-CoV-2 cases in the population in the interval between February 25 and March 12, 2020. Furthermore, *R* ~0~ was assessed fitting the SIR-model to the reported cases of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) in the whole country. The coefficient of determination, *r* ^2^, was used to assess the goodness of fit of the SIR model to data. The number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 cases was collected from the Italian Ministry of Health \[[@bb0015]\].

3. Results and discussions {#s0015}
==========================

[Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} shows *R* ~0~ values for SARS-CoV-2 assessed in the 9 Italian cities reporting the largest number of cases. The SIR model fits well to the reported COVID-19 data with *r* ^2^ in the range 0.85--0.99. It is plausible that lower *r* ^2^ values reflect a poorer fit in the initial data, where official estimates are most likely subject to a large uncertainty. Furthermore, it should be noted that the present study only considers data between February 25 and March 12. This is because the nationwide lockdown established on March 9 is likely to alter the initial *R* ~0~ value in the following days \[[@bb0030]\].Table 1*R*~0~ values for SARS-CoV-2 assessed analyzing data derived from the early phase of the outbreak in the 9 Italian cities reporting the largest number of cases. Data refer to the interval between February 25 and March 12, 2020. A comparison with recently published *R*~0~ values is also reported.Table 1CityPopulation*R*~0~*r*^2^Bergamo122,1612.520.98Lodi45,8723.090.91Cremona72,6802.930.94Brescia198,5362.610.85Piacenza103,9422.760.90Milano1,389,8342.700.91Pavia73,1952.430.91Parma197,4992.460.99Italy60,483,9733.100.99Majumder et al. \[[@bb0020]\]--2.00--3.10--Li et al. \[[@bb0025]\]--1.40--3.90--Wu et al. \[[@bb0035]\]--2.47--2.86--Zhao et al. \[[@bb0040]\]--2.24--3.58--Chen et al. \[[@bb0045]\]--3.58--

Previous work has only focused to the assessment of *R* ~0~ analyzing data collected from the Wuhan region or Mainland China. Our results suggest that *R* ~0~ values associated with the Italian outbreak (at time of writing) may range from 2.43 to 3.10, when using data from February 25, 2020 through March 12, 2020, thus confirming the pandemic potential of SARS-CoV-2. This is consistent with \[[@bb0020]\], reporting *R* ~0~ values in the range 2.0 to 3.1 and with \[[@bb0025],[@bb0035]\] reporting *R* ~0~ values in the range 1.4--3.9 and 2.47--2.86, respectively. In another study Zhao et al. \[[@bb0040]\] reported similar values, with *R* ~0~ ranging from 2.24 to 3.58 while Chen et al. \[[@bb0045]\] estimated *R* ~0~ for SARS-CoV-2 to be slightly higher, i.e. 3.58.

[Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} shows the SIR model fitted to the data of infectious and recovered people in the early phase of the outbreak in Italy (February 25--March 12, 2020). The SIR model fits very well reported data, both for the number of infectious people (*r* ^2^ = 0.99) and for the number of recovered people (*r* ^2^ = 0.98). The doubling time resulted to be about 3.1 days, in good agreement with the values of 1.4 days, 3 days and 2.5 days reported for the cities of Hunan, Xinjiang, and Hubei, respectively \[[@bb0050]\]. However, the doubling time in a disease outbreak is not constant and for the outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 it has changed in recent weeks and will continue to change with time.Fig. 1SIR model fitted to reported cases of COVID-19 and to the number of recovered people in the early phase of the outbreak in Italy (February 25--March 12, 2020). Data were collected from \[[@bb0015]\]. Dotted bands correspond to a 1.0% uncertainty attributed to the fitting parameters, β and γ.Fig. 1

In the present study the date of epidemic outbreak was assessed extrapolating to *t* = 0 the fitting function associated with the infectious population ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}), obtaining February 1st as a possible date of epidemic outbreak in Italy.

Ultimately, it is worth noticing that SARS-CoV-2 has a latent phase during which the individual is infected but not yet infectious (median incubation 4.5--5.8 days \[[@bb0055]\]). This delay between the acquisition of infection and the infectious state can be incorporated within the SIR model by adding a latent population (i.e. SEIR model). Since the latency delays the start of the individual\'s infectious period, the secondary spread from an infected individual will occur at a later time compared with an SIR model, which has no latency. Therefore, including a longer latency period will result in slower initial growth of the outbreak. However, since the model does not include mortality, the basic reproduction number, *R* ~0~ = *β* / γ, would not change.

In conclusion, despite the Italian outbreak being the worst in Europe by the end of 12 March 2020, our findings would seem to suggest that the *R* ~0~ value of SARS-CoV-2 is in the range 2.43 to 3.10, consistent with *R* ~0~ values reported for Wuhan or the Chinese Mainland. Mitigation strategies (e.g. social distancing, quarantine measures, travel restrictions) are essential to contrast further epidemic spreading, especially in countries experiencing a lag time behind the Italian outbreak.
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Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) is the name given to the 2019 novel coronavirus. COVID-19 is the name given to the disease associated with the virus.
